
 
Health & Safety Precautions  
at the JPIA CUEMA Leadership Summit  

 

JPIA is committed to implementing intentional health and safety operating practices at our 
event in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. We will work in accordance with guidelines of the 
Omni La Costa Carlsbad, the San Diego Public Health Department (SDPHD), and Cal/OSHA 
to ensure the safety of all attendees and staff at the event. As such, we will revise our 
procedures as needed to reflect the current state of the pandemic, promoting healthy best 
practices during high-risk and low-risk time periods alike.  

How We’re Planning to Keep You Safe 
Our plan is evolving, and we want to be clear that we will make any necessary pivots to be fully 
prepared at the time of the Summit. Although plans can’t be finalized until we are at the 
Summit, know that we’re committed to going above and beyond standard requirements to 
deliver you a safe event where your focus can be on learning and networking. Here’s what we 
have planned: 

Responsible Food & Drink Service 
We’ll provide you with your conference “fuel” in a safe and effective way so that you can focus 
on enjoying the event. Some meals will include grab-and-go options, while others will offer 
socially distanced seating. Dining spaces will be outdoors and distanced. 
 

Masks 
Per CDC and SDCPH, masks are recommended for everyone while indoors, whether they've been 
vaccinated or not. As such, we recommend that all attendees wear a mask and require that all 
those who are unvaccinated wear a mask at all times. Masks will be available on-site for your 
convenience. 
 

Programming 
This year’s Summit will be a high quality, interactive experience you have come to expect from 
JPIA and CUEMA events, but in smaller group sizes with socially distant spacing. Class 
activities may be modified to require less physical contact between participants. 
 

How You Can Keep Others Safe 
 By registering to attend the Summit, you are agreeing that you will comply with any/all 

health and safety protocols that are established by JPIA, the Omni La Costa Resort, and/or 
state and local health officials. Any updated requirements will be communicated before and 
during the conference. We appreciate your flexibility and compliance with the protocols. 



 Embrace the elbow bump! Avoid handshakes and respect your fellow attendees’ comfort 
level. 

 Stay home (or in your hotel room) if you have tested positive for COVID-19, are waiting for 
COVID-19 test results, have COVID-19 symptoms, or if you have had close contact with a 
person who has tested positive for or who has symptoms of COVID-19.  

How The Hotel Is Keeping You Safe 

The Omni Hotel chain has implemented a health and safety plan and updated business 
operations which addresses how they’re handling topics like employee screening, surface 
cleaning, and more. Access their Omni Safe and Clean site to learn about things to know as 
you prepare to visit. 

Other Resources for You 

Covid19.ca.gov State of California 

San Diego County COVID-19 

CDC Travel Guidance 

 

https://www.omnihotels.com/omni-safe-and-clean
https://covid19.ca.gov/safely-reopening/
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/coronavirus.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-planner/index.html
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